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Abstract
The use of parallel file systems constitutes a high-performance solution to the problem known as I/O crisis in parallel or distributed
environments. In the last years, clusters have become one of the most cheap and flexible frameworks for the deployment of parallel and
disfibuted applications. Both parallel file systems and clusters have been successfully used in several scenarios,where it is possible to
shareand accessdata in an efficient way. In f'act,clusters provide a huge number of advantagesto this kind of systems,the wide availability
of tools integrated with them being one of the most important. Nevertheless,clusters and, in general, high-availability disributed systems
are characterizedto be dynamically modified. Operations such as the addition or elimination of nodes are typical in a cluster environment.
Therefore, it is necessaryto use new approachesfor the dynamic reconfiguration of the nodes that belong to a cluster. This paper describes
a mathematical formalism for achieving high-performance and dynamic reconfiguration of data-basedclusters with service maintenance.
@ 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rishts reserved.
Keywords:Dynamicreconfiguration;
Clusters;ParallelI/O; Data servers;Distributedsystems

1. Introduction
Clustersare rapidly becoming a standardplatform for high
performance and reliable computing. The main reasonsare
their low cost, high performance,and the flexibility of their
off-the-shelf hardware components.
In the last years, a huge number of software tools and
applications have been developedfor being used in clusters
of workstations.One significantexample of theseapplications is the developmentof parallel file systemsorientedto
clusters,such as parallel virtual file system (PVFS) [4] or
multiagentparallel file system (MAPFS) [2]. These systems combine the advantagesof parallel file systemsand
clusters.
MAPFS is a multiagentfile systemthat providesan efñcient accessto datastoredin the server-sideofcluster architecture.MAPFS is basedon a client module able to interact
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with different traditional or distributed servers, providing
them parallel VO features.It presentsseveral advantages:
o MAPFS is a multiagent-based architecture for highperformance VO in clusters.
o It is easilyintegratablewith conventionaldistributedsystems, sinceMAPFS is basedon thesekinds of systems.
MAPFS also makes the coexistenceof distributed and
traditionalpartitionspossible.
o The building of the parallel file system is simpler, becauseit is basedon an existing file server,whose performance has been widely tested. This approach is different from most of the current parallel file system, which
are built from scratch,both client and serversides.This
last featuremakessystemsmore difficult to integratein
distributedenvironments.
o MAPFS allows applicationsto accessin a parallel way
to both data of different files and data of the same file,
which reducesthe bottleneckthat constitutesthe access
to conventionalservers.
o MAPFS improves the use of system resources,because
datadistribution amons diff'erentserversleadsto a better
load balancing.
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o MAPFS fits the heterogeneousnature of a distributed
system, becauseit can use servers with different architectures and operating systems.
Nevertheless,clusters are usually dynamic environments,
characterizedby the use of operationsthat modify their configuration. For this reason,MAPFS needsto use a new approach for solving the problem of data management in a
changing environment, where clusters are reconfigured dynamiially and, therefore, data serversare modified. This approach is the definition of the storage groups. This paper
describesthe concept of storage group and its deployment
within MAPFS file system. The main requirement is that
MAPFS must keep its service during the use of reconfiguration operations.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
the problems of data intensive applications, which we need
to address by means of a flexible UO architecture. Concretely, we analyzethe needsof reconfigurationof the applications and the problem of keeping the data service during
the phase of the dynamic changes.In this section, we also
describe other approachesused for the dynamic reconfiguration. Section 3 presentsthe formalism of storagegroups,
which is used for the dynamic management of servers in
MAPFS. Section4 showsthe resultsobtained for the evaluation ofthe use ofstorage groups, analyzing different aspects
related to them. Section 5 presentsthe advantagesand differencesof storagegroups versusother approaches.Finally,
Section 6 summarizesour conclusions and suggestsfurther
future work.

2. Problem statement and related work
2.L Data-intensive applications and their I/O needs
The emergence of applications with greater processing
and speeduprequirements,such as grand challengeapplica'
tions (GCA), involves new computing and VO needs.Many
of theseapplicationsrequire accessto huge data repositories
and other VO sources,being the VO phase a bottleneck in
the computing systems,due to its poor performance.Existing data-intensiveGCA have been used in severaldomains,
suchas physics[8], climatemodeling[9], biology [15] or visualization [5]. The VO problem is not solved in thesekinds
of applications.New approachesare required in this scene,
On the other hand, the use of clusters constitutes one
of the most successful and stable distributed solutions. In
fact, clusters have become a cheap and flexible solution to
the deployment of parallel and distributed computing. Furthermore, a huge number of systemsand applications have
beendevelopedfor being usedin this kind of infrastructures.
Theseapplications need tools for managing and configuring
properly the cluster, and concretely, the data servers. One
of the most important problems in this scenario is providing service maintenanceduring the changesin the hardware
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and software infrastructure. MAPFS offers different tools
for giving this service,

2.2. Related work
With respect to approachesused for the dynamic reconfiguration of servers,there are different alternativessimilar
or related to the MAPFS storage groups, defined in Section 3.1. Two different VO architecturesare analyzed here.
The xFS file system[1] definesthe conceptof stripe group
as subsetsof storage servers and the GFS file system [13]
defines network storage pool (NSP) as a set of physically
shareddevices.
A stripegroup in xFS is a set of storageservers.xFS distributes data through all the storageservers,implementing a
softwareRAID. xFS usesa striping system,basedon logs,
in a similar fashion as Zebra [7]. The main goal of stripe
groupsis reducingthe problem ofthe scalability,which appears when the stripe is made over a huge number of disks'
Grouping servers,data distribution is made without losing
performance.In fact, Zebra, which does not use grouping,
is limited by the maximum number of servers that can be
used properly. Like MAPFS, xFS provides dynamic reconfiguration of servers,in the casea node leavesor joins to the
architecture.For managing the way in which stripe groups
works, xFS usesa structurenamed stripe group map, which
storesinformation about every stripe group. Moreover, xFS
defines two kind of groups, current groups and obsolete
groups.When a serverleavesor joins the system,xFS modifies the map, in such way that every active server belongs
exactly to one of the current storage groups. If this reconfiguration changesthe ownership of a concrete group, xFS
does not delete the old entry of the group. Instead of this,
"obsolete". Clients only write in
xFS marks such entry as
current groups, although can read from both current and obsoletegroups.Thus, there is no data transferencefrom obsolete groups to current groups. On the other hand, in systems
basedon logs, a cl¿anerprocess is responsiblefor eliminating obsoleteentries.This processtransfersdata from obsolete groups to current groups along the time. When this
process moves the last item from an obsolete group, xFS
deletesits entry of the stripe group map.
As we mentionedpreviously,a NSP or pool in GFS is a
set of physically shareddevices.Subpoolsare divisions of
the NSP according to the featuresofthe devices.These features are the latency and the bandwidth. A subpool of high
bandwidth devicescontains devices attachedto clients with
one or more high bandwidth links. Meanwhile, a subpool
of low latency devicesis composedof solid statedevices.
A GFS implementation can exploit several performance
features,using different subpools.For instance,GFS can locate often referencedfiles in low latency subpoolsand large
files in high bandwidthsubpools.The other choice is locating data and metadata in different subpools, data in high
bandwidth subpoolsand metadatain low latency subpools,
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in order to increase the performance of VO operations.
Additionally, resource groups (RG) are defined in GFS
as groups that distribute system resourcesthrough a NSP.
There are multiple RGs per device. RGs make the location
of files in different subpoolseasier.Advanced usersor some
specific applications can exploit the parallelism through
the file transference between RGs. File migration can be
used for making a good load balancing between different
devices.

Let be a setof serversS : U;,; Sili¡. We definethe set
groups.
EverygroupG¡
G : {Gr, Gz,...,Gnl of storage
containsa setof serversS¡g¡,thatis,

3. Proposed approach

The function used for building this association between
serversand storage groups is called grouping function and
is written as A6 ; S --+ G. In short:

3.1. Storage groups
The concept of grouping is fundamental in every aspect
of the life. Edwin P. Hubble, who is consideredthe founder
of the observational cosmology, said in the 1930s that the
best place for searchingfor a galaxy is next to another one,
describingthe conceptofgalaxy grouping.Like in real life,
computer science has a significant number of groupings,
such as process group or user group, which are used for
representingsets of objects from the computing field.
A storage group is defined in MAPFS as a set of servers
clustered as groups providing data storage capabilities.
These groups take the role of data repositories and can be
built by applying several policies, trying to optimize the
accessto all the storagegroups.
A file is said to be associatedto a storagegroup if file data
are distributed among the serversbelonging to such storage
group.
Providing dynamism to the serversmanagementis one
of the main goals of the definition of storagegroups, in
such a way that we can add and modify dynamically servers
to existing or new groups. In fact, the main advantagesof
storagegroups are:
(1) Logic abstractionof the conceptof storageserver:As a
partition is a logic abstractionof the physicaldisk, the
storagegroup is also a logical abstractionofthe storage
server concept.
(2) Dynamic managementof servers:As we mentionedpreviously, the use of storage groups provides dynamic
managementof serversthrough the MAPFS interface.
(3) Efficiencyof the storageoperations:Policiesusedin the
systemprovidea way ofincreasingthe global efficiency
of the system.
(4) Load balancing:It is possibleto use a concretestorage
group in order to optimize system load balancing,dependingon the load of the remaining storagegroups.
(5) Transparentmigration:In addition to the MAPFS interface, the systemcan changethe distributionof storage
groupsin a transparentway in order to optimize different aspectsrelated to the system performance.
In a first step,storagegroups are consideredas a partition
of all the serversof the system.

G r : { S r ( r ). ., . , S r ( ' ) }
Gz:{52¡¡,...,52<r¡1,

G , r: { $ r ( 1 ) , . . . $
, r(l)}.

2c(S¡) * G¡ e

(l)

S¡ e. G¡,

where ),6 must be defined in the domain of S.
Let R6 be a relation defined over the cartesian product
of the elementsof S, which is called grouping relation. Tlte
relation R6 between servers $ and S; is defined as
S ¡ R c S ;e * l S ¡

€ G t A 5 7€ G ¡ .

Proposition l. If the grouping function is an injective application, then the relation R6 is an equivalence relation,
which defines the partition of Eq. (l), that is, R6 is a partition of the set of servers S. Therefore, this relation has
reflexive, commutativ e and t ransit ive p rop ert i es.
3.1.1. Limitations of the definition of storage groups as
partition
Defining storagegroups as a partition of the set of all the
servershas as main advantagethe simplicity of this kind of
relation, becausea server only belongs to a single group.
Thus, the estimation and optimization of different parameters related to the storage groups is very simple. Furthermore, it is possible to achieve load balance in the system,
becausea storage group is completely independent of the
rest of storage groups and thus the load can be easily calculated. If the structure of the storage groups is flexible,
the optimization of such parameters could be a NP-hard
problem.
Nevertheless,these kinds of storage groups do not represent the dynamism of the system correctly and thus they
are not suitable for representingsituations in which several
serversmay join to existing groups or changeits group. In
this case, it is necessaryto specify what will happen with
files stored in such a server.Becauseof this, it is necessary to extend this model with a new formalism that provides more flexibility to the operationsof storagegroups and
servers.
In order to define this new model, we are going to analyze
different scenarios:
(l) Creation of a storagegroup from empty servers:In this
case,the creation of a group is previous to the creation
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of files or directories in its servers.Therefore, the group
is configured before the distribution of the information.
(2) Creation of a storage group from non-empty servers:
A storage group is composed of servers with files. To
redistribute this information among the componentsof
a new group is a very inefficient choice. For this reason, it is necessaryto deal with files distributed among
different number of servers within the same storage
group.
(3) Joining a server to an existing storagegroup: This case
constitutesa generalizationofthe previous scenario.As
in the previous case, the redistribution is not a valid
option, becauseit is very inefficient.
(4) Creation of a storage group from two existing groups:
This case is a generalization again of the previous scenario. Different groups with different distributions are
joined in a new group. The redistribution is not used
either.
(5) Elimination of a server from a storage group: In order
to keep the stored information, it is necessaryto redistribute the information among the rest of the components of the storagegroup. It is advisable to make this
operation in low-load hours.
(6) Elimination of a storage group: The information of a
storagegroup must be redistributed in other group. This
operation must also be made in low-load hours.
Next, all these situations are going to be analyzed.
3.L2. Creation of a storage group from empty servers
The data distribution over a new storage group is made
through a set of nodes initially empty, and therefore, all
the files are distributed in a homogeneousway among such
nodes. This situation does not involve any problem in a
dynamic environment.
3.1.3. Creation of a storage group from non-empty servers
This section deals with the creation of a storage group
from serversthat contains files, distributed or not. The difference between the previous case and this one is that in
this last case, at first sight, it is necessary¡o reconstruct
the information if files must be homogeneouslydistributed
among all the servers belonging to their storage group.
The problem of the reconstruction of information is dealt
in the following section, because it affects all the situations in which the topology is changed. We will see that
the reconstruction is not a feasible solution in most of the
situations.
3.1.4. Reconstructionof the information
One of the most important aspectsrelated to the distribution of the information is the way in which the reconstruction of the information is performed when a node is added
to the initial topology or a new storagegroup is createdfrom
non-empty servers,
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The first alternative is to reconstruct the information Dy
brute force, which consists of the following steps:
(l) read all the files,
(2) write the data blocks in new files taking into account
the new topology,
(3) deleteold files.
This option is very inefficient. Because the addition of
nodes is feasible in high-performance environments, the
change of topology is a very usual operation. This fact
together with the facilities offered by clusters for reconfiguration [3] implies that this technique is not a suitable
solution.
On the other hand, when the topology is changed, the
UO system needs to know these changes. The advantage
of redistributing the information is that these changes are
transparentfor the VO system.
Storagegroups provide an intermediate solution, in such
way that the data redistribution is only made when a node
is deleted from a existing storagegroup. To avoid the redistribution, when a node is included in the topology, a new
storage group is created, including all nodes plus the new
node. When a node disappearsfrom the topology, the information must be redistributed among the new topology.
Nevertheless,this reconstructionis made within the storage
group.
Therefore, storage groups simplify the reconstruction in
two different ways:
(l) Reconstructionoperationsare limited to a single storage
group.
(2) In principle, the reconstructionis only made when a
node is deleted.
Nevertheless, avoiding the reconstruction in the addition
operation has a collateral effect: if the topology is often
changed,a great number of storagegroups are createdwith
small differences between them. To tackle this disadvantage, the system provides storage groups defragmentation,
with the same goal than the disk defragmentation [14],
avoiding the fragmentation of data among lots of groups.
This operation is implemented by MAPFS and is named
mapGroupDefragmO. This operationwill be described
in depthin Section3.2.1.
Therefore, in order to create a storage group from nonempty servers,avoiding the information reconstruction,we
will createas many group as different files distributions plus
a group with all the servers,named main group.
Definition 1. A file distribution is the list of servers
( S r , S z , . . . , S n ) i n w h i c h d a t a a r e h o m o g e n e o u s ldyi s tributed or sliced.
Definition 2. A main group that belongs to a set of servers
is a storage group that includes all the servers of such
a set and has the same distribution for all the files that
stores.
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Typically,if we join ,? serverswithout common files, it is
necessaryto createn * I storagegroups, one per server and
other more, the main group, which is initially empty.
The main group is visible by the applications;the rest
of the groups are used exclusivelyfor avoiding the system
degradation,as we describedpreviously. For this reason,the
rest of the groups are named invisible groups or secondary
Sroups.
Definition 3. An invisible group or secondarygroup is a
storagegroup that is not a main group of a set of servers.

If G, is invisible group of G* or G,
G,o is invisible group of G..
I

Proposition 2. Every server belongs only to a single main
group.
Definition 4. The main grouping relation is the relation of
ownershipof a serverr to a main storagegroup. This relation
is written as Rcp. This relation is definedas
S¡Rcp{¡19$€G¡A57€G¡
being G, a main group.

Observation l. The main group that belongs to a set of
serversis a supersetof all the storagegroups which include
some of the servers.
3.1.5. Joining a server to an existing storage Sroup
To add a new node or serveris a usual scenarioin clusters.
In this situation,such a servermay be addedto an existing
storagegroup. There are two cases:
(l) the serveris empty, that is, without files;
(2) the serveris not empty and, therefore,it is necessaryto
give accessto its files.
In the first case, we have to create a new storagegroup, the
main group, containingall the servers,as we describedpreviously. The original storagegroup is kept for the management of the files. The main group will be initially empty.
In the second case, we must create two new storage
groups, a storagegroup for storing the files of the new
serverand the main group,initially empty.Also, the original
storagegroup is kept as in the previouscase.
3.1.6. Creation of a storage group from two existing groups
Let G, and G.n be two main storagegroups. We want to
create a third storagegroup from these two groups, named
union group G.. The union group G. will be formed by
all the serversof the original groups G, and G.n,keeping
the existing files in the original groups.Every operationin
the new group is made over all the servers, except if the
operationsare deployed over files existing in the original
groups.This behavior is transparentfor the user applications
using the system,becausefor suchapplicationsthereis only
a storagegroup G., after the union, that is, the new main
group.
It is important to note that the union of two storagegroups
is made over main groups. However, the invisible groups
associatedto the main groups do not disappearwhen the
union is made. They becomeinvisible groups of the union
group. Furthermore, the main groups G, and G, become
invisible groupsof the main group G., that is

G,UG,:6,,
G. is maingroup,
G* andGn becomeinvisiblegroupsof G.,

Proposition 3. The main groups of a system constitute a
partition of all the servers of such system.
The application that builds the associationbetweenservers
and main storagegroups is named main grouping function.
This function is written as ,tcp(S¡). In short
S¡ € G7
A c p ( S ¡ )- G ¡ e
A G; is a main group.

Proposition 4. The main grouping function is an injective
function.
There exists an order relation between secondarygroups
and their main storage group. This order relation is a
"ownership" between storage groups. This rerelation of
lation is called group ownership relation. Moreover, every
main group together with its secondarygroups compose a
lattíce.
Definition 5. Let P6 be a relation defined over all the storage groups, named group ownership relation. The relation
P6 between two storagegroups G¡ and G ¡ is defined as

P6G
G¡
¡* l"il,l,,ll:, cG¡
;;,li:,t
Proposition 5. The group ownership relation P6 is a partial order relation.
Definition 6. We define the null storage group or simply null group (0) as a storage group with no servers.By
definition, every group includes the null storagegroup.
Definition 7. The main lattice of a main group is the lattice
formed by the main group, its secondary groups and the
null group and whose order relation is the group ownership
relation Pc. The set constitutedby the main group GP¡, its
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secondarygroups and the null group is written as I
and the main lattice (EGPi, Pd.

GP¡

Definition 8. A main lattice is defined as a tuple (I GPi,
v, n), where the disjunction operation (v) and conjunction
operation (n) consists in

v sr,sy e fcri ,
St V Sy : JUP{'S¡,Sy},
S' n Sn : inl{S', Sv}'

,

,/\

/

\:6

\
G2

G1

\

Gs'

G3'

G4'

/
0
Fig. l. Lattice partition corresponding to the scenario 1.

G3'

G4'

In the caseof the main lattices, the disjunction and conjunction are the same as the union of sets (U) and intersection
of sets (O), respectively.

Gt'

,4.'

G

Observation 2, Every partition of the system is a lattice of
the set of serversthat belongs to such partition. The set of
all the lattices is called lattice partition.

2

O

Gs

G6

\,/

0

0

Fig. 2. Lanice partition corresponding to the scenario 2.

Example 1..
o Scenario1: I
G 1: { S 1 , S 2 } ,
G 2 : { S 3 ,S a } ,
G! : {S5,56}
G i : { S 1 ,5 2 ,5 3 ,S a } ,
G i : { S 7 ,S 8 } ,
G ! : { S e ,S 1 s } .
Fig. I shows the lattice partition in the scenario 1.
o Scenario2:The groups G5 and G6 join together:
G 1 : { S 1 ,S 2 } ,
G 2 : { S 3 ,S a } ,
G i : { S s ,5 6 } ,
ci : {St, 52, 53, Sa},
G5 : {S7,Ss},
G 6 : { S e ,S 1 ¡ } ,
G'7:

lS1,Sg,Sq,Sro).

Fig. 2 shows the lattice partition of the scenario 2.

In the case of the elimination of a server from a storage
group, files are redistributed among the rest of the components of such storagegroup. Furthermore, the main storage
group has been modified when the server is eliminated. It
is possible that the eliminated server belongs to some secondary group associatedto the main group. In this case,it is
necessaryto redistribute the information of such secondary
groups in the new main storagegroup, deleting them.
Example 2.
o Scenario3: The server 51 is eliminated. This fact implies
that the secondarygroup G1 disappears.After that, the
serverS¡ (empty)joins to the group G7.
G 2 : { S 3 ,S a } ,
G i : { S s ,5 6 } ,
G'o-- ÍSz,Ss,S¿),
G 5 : { S 7 ,S s } ,
G 6 : { S e ,S 1 s } ,
G7 : lS7,Sa,Ss,Srol,
G i : { S 1 ,S ? ,5 8 ,S q ,S l o } .
Fig. 3 shows the lattice partition of the scenario 3.

3.1.7. Elimination of a serverfrom a storage group
The elimination operation requires the redistribution of
the data. in order to avoid the loss of the information of
the eliminated element. As we mentioned previously, these
kinds of operations must not be made often becausethey
have a high cost. For this reason, it is advisable to make
them in low-load hours.
-l

*a .urn g¡oupsarerepresented
by thesymbol/.

3.1.8. Etimination of a storage group
This operation is made over main storagegroups. These
secondarygroups associatedto the eliminated main storage
group also must be eliminated. Therefore, the information
of the main storagegroup and the secondarygroups must be
redistributed in a different main storage group. The selection of the storagegroup in which the information is going
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\:4

tJ3

tt

l
l

t
G

2

case, it is necessaryto change the topology between both
operations. Therefore, the redistribution time follows this
expression:

G8'

I

l
0

G7

x N'
Z : (Tiopologychange
* ?iransference)

0

Gs

G6

0
Fig. 3. Lattice partition corresponding to the scenario 3.

to redistribute must be calculated accordins to the svstem
policies.
3.1.9. Storage groups policies
Storagegroups can be built applying severalpolicies, trying to optimize the accessto all the storage groups. Some
significant policies are:
o Grouping by server proximity: Storagegroups are built
based on the physical distribution of the data servers.
Storage groups are composed of servers in close proximity to each other. This policy optimizes the queries
addressedto a storage group becauseof the similar latency of messagessent to servers.
o Grouping by server similarity: Storagegroups are composed of servers with similar processing capacity. This
policy classifies storage groups in different categories,
depending on their computational and VO power.
3.2. Redistribution of the information in MAPFS
The creation of secondary groups involves new challenges,sincethe needofproviding dynamic reconfiguration
maintaining the performance. Some new approacheshave
been addedto MAPFS for tackling this issue.Next sections
describe in depth these proposals.
3.2.L MAPFS defragmentation
One of the problems that must be addressedby MAPFS
is the storage groups defragmentation, which is used for
eliminating secondarystoragegroups. The defragmentation
is implemented on a per-file basis, since a file is situated in
a specific storage group, secondaryor main. This task can
be made through different alternatives.
The first choice consists of three stages,(i) read the file,
which is placed at a secondarygroup; (ii) write the file in
a temporal and sequential file; and (iii) write the temporal
file in the main group. That is, it is similar to the brute force
technique.
The main advantageof this alternative is its simplicity.
Nevertheless,as we will see above, this solution has not a
good performance.
A second proposal is reading slices from the file in the
old topology and writing them in the new topology. In this

where N is equal to the number of slices. We will analyze
this choice above.
Finally, the third choice is based on the use of selective
read operations.These operationsare used for reading data
of the servers that belong to the secondary group, writing
them in the main group and thus, achieving the defragmentation. These operationsare made without changing the topology.
In case of elimination of a server from a storage group,
it will be necessaryto redistribute information between the
rest of serversbelonging to such group. Therefore, we will
have to read files from all the serversand make a selective
write through the new topology, which does not include the
eliminated server.
3.2.2. Big writes
Unlike the problem known as sm.all write problem l7l,
which appearsfor instance in RAID systems and xFS, we
have to deal with the opposite problem in MAPFS, named
big write problem. Such problem is due to the use of secondary storage groups, which do not take advantageof all
the serversof the respectivemain storagegroup.
As we have mentioned previously, the defragmentation
operation is usedwith the aim of increasingthe performance
of future read and write operations.Nevertheless,due to its
high cost, this operation is only made in specific situations.
The other choice is allowing applications to write files in
the main group, taking advantageof a higher parallelism.
In the case of new files, this is the usual scenario, since
applications only see the main storage group. However, if
a file has already been created and stored in a secondary
group, the solution is not so obvious. There are two choices,
writing in the secondary group or transferring files to the
main storagegroup for increasingthe performanceof future
accesses.
If a file is going to be widely changed, the best choice
is writing the file in the main storage group, since there
are few data items that must be redistributed. This kind of
write is called big write. Tlte waste of redistribution is very
low (new data is not redistributed). Moreover, this solution
allows us to take advantage of the improvement in later
accesses(higher parallelism). Nevertheless,it is impossible
to know a priori the amount of data that the user is going
to write, becausethe write call is used with a small-size
a buffer and can be invoked a huge number of times. For
this reason,the user must decide whether or not a big write
operation must be used, according to the overload of this
operation and its advantages.
For making the use of this advanced operation easier,
MAPFS offers two operations,maplnitBigWrite
and
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blocks
Defragmented
blocksm Nondefragmented

ProcessB

Fig. 5. Locking processesaccessing to blocks used by another process.
Fig. 4. Service maintenance during a redistribution operation.

which set the boundariesin the
mapFinishBigWrite,
code, in such a way that all the VO operationsbetweenthem,
redistributea file over the main storagegroup, if such a file is
storedin a secondarystoragegroup. Therefore,the first write
operation made just after invoking maplnitBigVürite
redistribute the beginning of the file until the offset of the
write operation in the main storagegroup. The rest of write
operationsallow MAPFS to write in the main storagegroup.
operationis made, the
When the mapFinishBigvürite
rest of data of the file are redistributed on the main storase
group.
Fig. 6. MAPFS interface showing the system topology.

3.3. Senice maintenance

3.4. Framework architecture and implementation

Data redistribution is an expensivetask, which affects the
system performance. Since this operation is necessary,becauseit increasesthe performanceof later accesses(defragmentation), or due to the capacity of the system of eliminating a server(redistribution), the systemmust provide service
during the execution of such task.
For getting the service maintenanceduring these administration tasks, the original file must not be eliminated until the redistribution operation has been completed. Then,
at this moment the system has two copies or views of the
samefile in different topologies, and each copy has a different name createdby the system. The accessto the different
views is made through both names.
As it can be seenin Fig. 4, during the redistribution task, a
file mapping must be made, in such way that if other process
accessesto slices that have been written by the defragmentator, the systemusesthe new view. If such processaccesses
to slices that have not been written yet, the system uses the
old view. The metafile representsthe file view during the
defragmentationprocess.
On the other hand, it is very important that the system
provides service to different processesthat access to the
same file in a point of time. This aspect is establishedby
meansof the coutilization semantic.Since MAPFS is based
on UNIX, MAPFS offers a coutilization semantic very similar to the UNIX semantic. Thus, there exists an only file
view For achieving an only image of the files, MAPFS locks
processesaccessingto blocks usedby other process.In this
sense,the defragmentatoris consideredas another process.
This lock operation is made in a per-block basis, avoiding
to reducethe parallelism.Fig. 5 showsthis approach.

Storagegroups are defined within the MAPFS system.
MAPFS is basedon a clientserverarchitectureusing general purposeservers,providing all the MAPFS management
tasks as specializedclients. In the first prototype, we use
network file system(NFS) server.NFS [11] hasbeenported
to different operatingsystemsand machine platforms and
is widely used by many serversworldwide. Data are distributed through the servers belonging to a storage group,
using a stripe unit.
On the client side, it is necessaryto install a MAPFS
client, which provides a parallel VO interface to the servers,
throughthe useof MPI [l0,6] and the master-slaveparadigm
[2]. MPI has been chosenfor the following reasons:
(l) MPI is an standardmessage-passing
interface,which
allows different processesto communicateamong them
by meansof messages.
(2) Message-passing
paradigmis useful for synchronizing
processes.
(3) MPI is widely used in clustersof workstations.
(4) It provides a suitable framework for parallel applications and dynamic managementof processes.
(5) Finally, MPI provides operations for modifying the
communicationtopologies.
As repository to managestoragegroups, a group databaseis
used.Such a databasestoresinformation about the groups,
their propertiesand their composition.
Furthermore, a graphical interface has been implemented
with the aim of increasingthe interactionbetweenthe user
and the storagesystem.Fig. 6 showsthe implementedinterface.
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4. Performance

analysis

+- Secondary
StorageGroup-r- MainStorageGroup

The MAPFS module in chargeof managing and configuring storagegroups is named MAPFS_GM (MAPFS Group
Management).This section shows the analysisof the test results about the MAPFS_GM performance in a dynamic environment.By meansof this analysis,we can extractsome
interesting conclusions that assertour previous proposals.
Systemsevaluationsare often made in unusualconditions,
mainly due to two different reasons:(i) systemsare evaluated
through simulations and (ii) the test environment is different
from the deployment environment. In order to evaluate our
implementation,we have tested it in a real environment,
supporting a normal workload.
Our work environmentis a cluster, which is constituted
by nodesIntel Xeon 2.4OGHz,with 1GB of RAM memory
anda2 Gigabitnetwork.
Our experiments have been developed in order to measure the following parameters:(i) computational load added
by the storage goups managementin the MAPFS system
and (ii) performance of defragmentation and big write operations.
First, we have studied the time of the write operations
to measure the computational load added by the storage
groups managementin the MAPFS system. We have compared the write time in the MAPFS system without group
management,and the write time with group management
(MAPFS_GM).
Fig. 7 showsthis comparison.As it can be seen,the difference between the write time is minimal. This suggests
that both write times in MAPFS were correlatedto the write
time in MAPFS_GM, addinga small load,lessthan 300ms.
Regarding MAPFS performance, it was anticipated that
the storagegroups managementimplies load to the MAPFS
system. Results showed that this load is very small. It was
unlikely that in some write operations, the accesstime of
MAPFS_GM is smaller than the access time of MAPFS
without groups management.One reason could be that the

MAPFS -.r- MAPFS_GM
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Fig. 7. Computational load added by the storage groups management.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between the performance of a secondary group and
a main group (Degraded mode).

small load of group managementaffects the total time less
than the load of the nodes and the synchronizationbetween
processes.
Furthermore, we must take into account that accessesto
secondary groups are less efficient than accessesto main
storage groups, becausethe last ones allow applications to
take advantageof the highest parallelism of the system (the
maximum number of storage nodes). This implies that the
changesin the topology lead the system to a degradedmode
by the use of old files (thosefiles that are storedin secondary
groups).
With the aim of measuring the decreaseof the performance in the degraded mode, we have evaluatedthe differencesbetween the read time of a file in a secondarygroup
and its read time in the main group, which contains a server
or storage node more. Fig. 8 shows this comparison. As it
can be seen,before starting the degradedmode the read time
in a secondarygroup is better than the time in a main group.
Nevertheless,when the system is in a degraded mode the
requesttime in a secondarygroup is worse.
The theory led us to infer that the degraded mode is
achievedfrom a determined accesssize, becausebefore this
point, the accessesare small and the higher parallelism of
the main storage group is not significant. It should be emphasizedthat the results shown in Fig. 8 are for a difference
of an only node. Thus, in the case of the main group having more than one node of difference with respect to the
secondarygroup, the decreaseofthe performancein the degraded mode would be more significant.
On the other hand, with the aim of measuringthe system
performance with respect to the defragmentation and big
write operations,we have built a work environment formed
by a secondarygroup with 2 nodes,which belong to a main
group with 4 nodes.
First, we have focused on the performanceanalysis of the
defragmentation operation. In Section 3.2.1 we have presentedthree different proposalsto make the system defragmentation. In the proposal based in the changing topology
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Fig. 9. Comparison among different techniques of defragmentation.

every slice of information is necessaryto know the certain
time that takes a changing topology. We did some tests to
measurethis time and we obtained that is around 1.7 s. As
it is observed,this time is too high, becausethis operation
requires killing all old MPI process and creating them on
the new topology. In conclusion, if an operation defragmentation has a lot of slices and we change the topology every
slice, the time of changing topology will significantly affect
the total time. Thus, this solution cannot be acceptable.
The rest of proposals are compared in Fig. 9. In this figure, the time differences among the defragmentationusing
the brute force technique and two versions of the technique
based on selective readings and writings, with and without
service maintenance,can be seen. The time difference between both versions shows the maintenancecost that allows
one to respond to data requests while the defragmentation
is running.
Every VO system must satisfy the user requests at any
moment. Thus, every new operation included in the MAPFS
file system must keep this feature and be transparentto the
final user.
After this, we can compare the results obtained by the
defragmentationbased in the brute force technique and the
defragmentationusing selective readings and writings. It is
necessaryto emphasize that the implementation of brute
force do not guaranteethe service maintenance.The results
show that the operation time in the second alternative is
better.Thus, it can be concluded that the approachbasedin
selectivereadings and writings could be the best choice to
do the systemdefragmentation.
Then, with the aim of improving the systemperformance,
we have defined in Section 3.2.2 a new operation to do the
big write operations.Fig. 10 shows the time of the first write
operation starting from a certain offset. We must take into
account that this operation redistributesthe information before the indicated offset on the main group that contains to
the secondary group where the file is stored, and then, it
makes the corresponding write operation in the new topology. The results show that the operation time is related to
the size of the redistribution (offset) and there is a minimum
time correspondingto the processessynchronization.
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Fig. 10. Time of the first writing in a big write operationwith a certain
offset.
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Fig. 11. Comparison between big writing operation and writing on a
secondary group of size I MB.

These results are not decisive to take any decision about
the advisability of using or not the big write operation.
Fig. 11 showsa comparisonbetweenbig and simple write
operationson a secondarygroup of size I MB. It can be observed that the time of simple write is not correlated to the
file size becauseonly the indicated data are written. Meanwhile, the time of the big write operation is associatedwith
the file size in which is written, becauseit is necessaryto
redistribute the rest of the file on the main group as well as
writing the correspondingdata.
This figure also shows that the access time in the case
of a big write operation is worse than the time in simple
operations. However, if we make a simple writing, the file
will be stored in a secondarygroup, and in a future we will
have to run a defragmentationoperation in order to improve
the systemperformance.
Thus, we have comparedthe time of the simple writing
plus the defragmentation time and obtained similar results
to the time of big writing. In short, in this case,it takesthe
sametime making a big writing as a simple writing plus a
defragmentation.But, while the defragmentation have not
been executed, the access to the file is made with a low
performance, since it only uses nodes from the secondary
group.Whereas,in the big write operation,any later access
to the file is made with better performance.
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This discussion is supported by means of Fig. 8. This
figure showed the time differences between file accesseson
different types of storagegroups.Theseresults show that the
accesstime on a main group is much better than the access
time on a secondarygroup in the degradedmode.
Thus, all operationsthat redistribute files from secondary
groups in the corresponding main group, may increase the
performance in future accesses.This means that is convenient to use the big write operation but only when the size
of the write operation is large enough comparing to the size
of the file in which we are writing. This decision must be
taken by an advanceduser that understandsthe benefits of
the big write operation and knows the size to write. We are
currently working on providing self-managementcharacteristics to MAPFS in order to maximize the transparencyof
this operation.
5. Discussion
This section shows a comparisonbetweenour proposal,
storagegroups, and the proposal of xFS and GFS.
Firstly, the conceptsofcurrent and obsoletegroups in xFS
are similar to secondaryand main storagegroups in MAPFS,
although obsolete groups are read-only groups versus secondary groups, which are read-and-write storage groups.
However, the main differences between xFS and MAPFS
are:
(1) MAPFS providesseveralgroupingpoliciesfor optimizing different parameters.
(2) MAPFS defines a formalism, based on mathematical
conceptssuch as partitionsand lattices.
(3) xFS usesa cleanerprocessfor deletingobsoletegroups.
MAPFS usesdefragmentationoperationsand big writes
for this task.

architecture,providing a flexible and powerful dynamic reconfiguration.
As future work, we are developing the extension to
MAPFS to an autonomic system for providing selfmanagementof the storagegroups.
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